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What’s on offer for the holidays?
Several Christmas themed movies have
been released in the lead up to school
holidays this year. The Grinch (G) is likely
to be a popular choice and should appeal
to the whole family. However parents
should be aware that for children under
seven, there are some scary scenes that
may require guidance. Elliot the Littlest
Reindeer (G) has been marketed to the
whole family in the lead up to Christmas
but some of the themes are geared more
towards older children and tweens. The
Nutcracker and the Four Realms (PG) will
be attractive for younger children, but is
not really suited for those under eight as
there are some scenes that may be a bit
too scary.
A few action-packed, superhero type
films are coming to cinemas through the
holidays. These include Spider-Man: into
the Spider-Verse (PG), Once Upon a Deadpool (M), Bumblebee (M), and Aquaman
(M). Of the bunch, Spider-Man: into the
Spider-Verse is really the only one of these
that might be suitable for kids between 8
and 13 as the others are likely to contain
more mature themes, violence and coarse
language and be better suited to teenagers. Along similar lines, The Kid who
would be King (not yet classified) is a modern twist on the legend of King Arthur
and, with a 12 year old boy as the main
character, it is likely to appeal to young
tweens, teenagers and fantasy fans.
Two animated action films will be released just after Christmas and New
Year. Ralph Breaks the Internet (PG) is the
sequel to the 2012 Wreck-It Ralph. Parents
can expect it may contain a fair bit of animated violence and themes that are more
geared towards teens than younger children, such as online social media life and
video gaming. How to Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World will be released shortly
after. Like the first and second movies, it
is likely to be rated PG and, although it
may appeal to younger children, parents
should consider that the first two movies
were not recommended to children under
7 or 8 due to violent and scary scenes.
Holmes and Watson, a comedic take on the
Sherlock Holmes stories, starring Will
Ferrell and John C. Reilly, will be released

HOLIDAY MOVIES
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on Boxing Day. It could be a fun movie
for parents to watch with their older teen
children but is unlikely to be suitable for
younger children.
Just after the New Year, Mary Poppins Returns is due to be released and is yet to
be classified. A sequel to the original 1964
musical film Mary Poppins, it should appeal to the whole family, young and old.
In mid-January, the heart-warming and
family friendly documentary Pick of the
Litter (G) will be released. It follows a
litter of puppies as they train to become
guide dogs and promises to be a lovely
film for the whole family, even the little
ones.
Head over to our website for full reviews
of all these films as they are released:
https://childrenandmedia.org.au/
movie-reviews/

ASB upholds trailer complaints
The Australian Advertising Standards
Board (ASB) has upheld complaints
about trailers for two movies, Venom
(rated M) and Halloween (MA15+), which
were shown during early evening hours
on television. Parents who made complaints talked about their children being
scared and distressed by the trailers, and
the inappropriateness of such trailers for
the time of day.
For more discussion of this issue, see the
Editorial on P2 of this small screen.
https://adstandards.com.au/
cases/2018/October

Movie classification reform likely
In the Annual Report of the Australian
Classification Board, the Director’s Overview includes an interesting forecast of
possible changes to Australia’s film classification. Director, Margaret Anderson
looks forward to the process of proposing, testing and implementing ‘new classification models structures and training’.
Ms Anderson comments that the Board
has been noticing a trend towards ‘an increasing level of pervasive dark themes,
or a sense of peril, threat and menace in
films which would attract a teenage de-
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mographic’. These films include recent
releases Mowgli, Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children, and Maleficent. The
impact test for the themes in such films
has exceeded mild, the requirement for
the PG category and has resulted in these
films being classified M (moderate impact level). There has also been a trend
towards a greater level of violence than
can be accommodated at PG, so that films
such as Jurassic World; Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom; Solo: A Star Wars Story; The
Maze Runner; and Thor Ragnarok have
been classified M. The Board feels that
these films would be more appropriately
rated at a classification level in between
PG and M, as is used in some other western classification regimes.
www.classification.gov.au/About/
AnnualReports/Pages/annual-report-2017-18/annual-report-2017-18.
aspx#Directors-overview

Parliamentary inquiry into sleep
health awareness
Following a referral on 13 September
2018 from the Minister for Health, Aged
Care and Sport, The Hon Greg Hunt MP
the Standing Committee on Health, Aged
Care and Sport is inquiring into sleep
health awareness in Australia.
The terms of references include the potential and known causes, impacts and
costs of inadequate sleep and sleep disorders, access to support and treatment, the
education, training and professional development available to healthcare workers , workplace awareness of the problem
and the state of current research.
The deadline for submissions to the inquiry has now passed – 126 were received.
In its submission, ACCM focussed concentrated on the effects of screen use on
sleep, particularly with regard to young
children. The inquiry is ongoing, with a
public hearing to be held early in 2019.
More details can be found on the Australian parliament website at
www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_
Business/Committees/House/Health_
Aged_Care_and_Sport/SleepHealthAwareness

TRAILER COMPLAINTS
SENATE REPORT ON
SLEEP HEALTH
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October saw the Advertising Standards Board
(ASB) uphold more complaints about scary
trailers on free-to-air TV. This time it assessed
two sets of complaints about promotions for
horror movies, the M classified Venom, and the
MA15+ classified Halloween.
https://adstandards.com.au/cases/2018/October
Here’s a short selection from the complaints
about the trailers for Venom : (0434/18)
•

•

•
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•

During Prime Time television, with my 3
YEAR OLD son watching, this ad was shown
multiple times in between the news program.
This ad shows a horrifying dark image of a
monster, with sharp teeth, grabbing people by
the neck. Seriously full on for a toddler to see.
The theme of the advertising is monsters and
people changing into monsters with very detailed
graphics of big sharp teeth possibly biting a head
off , blood and mucus. My children, who are
10 and 11 are quite distressed every time this
ad comes on, which is every ad break. They are
shocked at the timing of this advertising and
have asked me to submit an official complaint .
The cgi venom character is frightening in
appearance and has caused my 3 and 5 year old
children significant distress (crying, hiding,
saying “it’s too scary”).

The ASB Panel often states that it can be
challenging to select scenes for advertisements
for films with a high degree of violence or menace
that comply with the terms of the [AANA] Code.
The Panel noted that advertisers are free to select
any scenes from films for use in advertisements,
however noted that advertisers must take care to
ensure that such scenes are suitable for a broad
audience that may include children.
The Panel noted the advertiser’s response that
the advertisements had been given a J rating
by CAD [Commercials Advice Division of
Free TV Australia] and were played at a time
appropriate to that rating. All four versions of the
advertisement had received a J rating from CAD
meaning that they “may be broadcast at any time of
day, except during P and C programs or adjacent to P
or C periods. Exercise care when placing in programs
principally directed to children.”
The Panel considered that the advertisement,
in the context of the free to air television J
classification, portrayed violence that was
unjustifiable in the context of the product or
service advertised and breached Section 2.3 of the
[AANA] Code, and upheld the complaints. [2.3
says “Advertising or Marketing Communication
shall not present or portray violence unless it is
justifiable in the context of the product or service
advertised.” And the associated AANA Practice
Note adds “a strong suggestion of menace
presents violence in an unacceptable manner and
breaches this section of the Code.]
A selection from the complaints about Halloween
(0458/18) include:
•

My 11 year old asked if we can complain about

•

the movie being advertised
during Home & Away
because she is so scared she
has to leave the room each
time the ad comes on the TV.
Advertising a frightening
movie with horror images
at an early time deeply Barbara Biggins
distressed my 10 year old son. OAM
Images included man welding Hon CEO
a knife, people running and
awful image of man’s face done up like a zombie.
Shocking.
Content far too confronting and frightening to
be aired before 8:30pm

The ASB considered that the advertisement
[Classified J] had a high level of menace,
particularly for a broad audience that would
include children. The majority considered a
scene depicting an adult opening a child’s closet
door to show the killer to be a particularly
menacing scene for children, who can often be
concerned about the concept of a monster hiding
in the closet or under the bed; that the scene
showing the killer opening the shower curtain
was frightening; and that there was a strong
suggestion of killing, with several instances of
“kill”, “killing” and “murderer” being said. The
Panel considered that the depiction of weapons
in combination with the use of such words lent to
the high degree of menace in the advertisement
They ruled that it breached Section 2.3 of the
Code.
In both these case, the trailers (classed as ads)
had been assessed by the CAD and given a J
classification. The networks had relied on this
and had chosen to place them in early evening
time slots, when many children were watching
TV with their families. They were probably
within the letter of the law of the Commercial
Television Industry Code of Practice (CTICP), but
where was the concern for the child audience?
For ACCM the issues are:
a)
How much do decision-makers in the
CAD know about the impacts of violent and
scary trailer images on children? And do
the tools being used to assess trailer content
require them to use, or seek, such knowledge?
b)
The CTICP at para 7.3.3 requires that
where a complaint predominantly relates to
the placement/scheduling or classification of
advertising it should be treated as a {FreeTV]
Code complaint and responded to by licensees,
not the ASB. The overlap of roles is not helpful.
c)
The harm being done to children as a
result of amendments made in the most recent
review of the Commercial Television Code of
Practice (and opposed by ACCM) that allow
the promotion, in the early evening hours, of
M and MA15+ movies and programs, using
trailers that are supposed to be “toned down “
to match the time zone in which they are placed.
It’s time
reviewed.

that

those

amendments

were
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disorder and internet gaming disorder.
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WORLD NEWS
Pew survey – teens & social media

to PepsiCo for its Gatorade ‘The Game
is Never Over’ campaign. The campaign
used sporting identities, including AFL
star Scott Pendlebury, to promote Gatorade, which contains nine teaspoons
(36g) of added sugar per 600ml bottle,
to children.

A new Pew Research Center survey of U.S.
teens finds that many young people acknowledge the both the unique challenges
and the benefits of growing up in the digital age.
Roughly 81% of teens aged 13 to 17 say
social media makes them feel more connected to what’s going on in their friends’
lives, while around two-thirds say these
platforms make them feel as if they have
people who will support them through
tough times. By relatively substantial margins, teens tend to associate their social media use with positive rather than negative
emotions
At the same time, the online environment
for today’s teens can be hostile and drama-filled. 45% of teens say they feel overwhelmed by all the drama on social media,
and a similar number (44%) say they often
or sometimes unfriend or unfollow others
on social media. When asked why they’ve
digitally disconnected from others, 78% of
this group report doing so because people
created too much drama, while 52% cite
the bullying of them or others.
www.pewinternet.org/2018/11/28/
teens-social-media-habits-and
-experiences/

Fame and Shame Awards 2018

Australian organisation Parents Voice has
announced the ‘winners’ in its annual
Fame and Shame Awards which highlight
the worst of junk food marketing and celebrate those promoting a healthy lifestyle
to kids.
In the Shame section:
• Nestlé, the world’s largest food and
beverage company, has taken out the
shameful Smoke and Mirrors category in
this year’s Fame and Shame Awards, for
a campaign calling for children to ‘add
more to milk’ with MILO, neglecting to
mention the added sugar.
• McDonald’s and their ‘Happy Land’
app received the Digital Ninja award
for being the digital media campaign
most obviously targeting children and
driving unhealthy participation in the
brand.
• The Coles Little Shop campaign
claimed the Pester Power award. Featuring products that appeal to children,
including Nutella, Tim Tam and Oak
chocolate milk, the campaign encourages children to nag their parents to
purchase these unhealthy mini food
replicas.
• The Foul Sport award was presented

EVENTS

• For the second year running Coca-Cola was awarded a dishonourable mention, along with their partner, The Salvation Army, for teaming up to bring the
Coke Christmas Truck on tour through
Australia with its planned conclusion at
Sydney’s Carols in the Domain.

Kidscreen Summit
Exploring every angle in kid’s
entertainment
February 11-14, 2019
InterContinental Miami, USA
summit.kidscreen.com
*************
Free student wellbeing webcasts
from GenerationNext
Free programs streamed live in
your school
March 8 and 9, 2019

In the Fame section:
•

•

The Parents’ Choice Award for Food
was won by the Phenomenom campaign for finding “a way to appeal to the inquisitive minds of
children, promoting healthy food
in a creative and accessible way”.
The Parents’ Choice Award for Physical
Activity, was awarded to VicHealth
for the ‘This Girl Can’ campaign. ‘This
Girl Can’ inspires women and girls to
embrace a variety of physical activities
to get them moving every day.
parentsvoice.org.au/media/
media-releases/

Victories for advertisers

From overseas come two examples of
seemingly inappropriate advertising to
children being allowed to continue.
In the UK, Kellog’s has successfully appealed a ban on advertising for Coco Pops
Granola and featuring Coco the monkey,
arguing that the product being advertised
was not the original Coco Pops and that
it would be clear to both adult and child
viewers that the product being advertised
was Granola, a healthier alternative.
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/nov/21/uk-ban-on-kelloggs-cocopops-childrens-tv-advert-overturned
In New Zealand, a Kinder surprise chocolate bar for children, advertised with children and seen by children has not been
ruled to be in breach of the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA) code for children.The ASA decided that the ad contravened two criteria but that it hadn’t been
placed where a ‘significant proportion’ of
children would see it, as the ads were not
shown in children’s content on YouTube.
www.nzdoctor.co.nz/article/undoctored/kinder-surprise-ad-aimed-children-says-industry-regulator-doesntbreak-rules

www.generationnext.com.au/
seminars/student-programs/
***********
3rd National Social & Emotional
Wellbeing Forum
13 - 15 March 2019 | Cairns Hilton
akolade.com.au/events/3rdnational-social-and-emotionalwellbeing-forum/
****************
Early Childhood Australia (ECA)
National Conference
From vision to action
Hotel Grand Chancellor, Hobart,
Tasmania
25–28 September 2019
www.ecaconference.com.au/

SUPPORT ACCM
ACCM is a national, community-based,
not-for-profit organisation. We rely on
your generous support to continue our
work
You can support us by:
•
•
•
•
•

Becoming a member
Making a donation today.
(Donations of $2 or more are tax
deductible).
Providing a link to our website, or
mentioning our services, on your
website or in your publication.
Writing to your local and federal
Members of Parliament.
Liking us on Facebook or
following us on Twitter

For more information see:
childrenandmedia.org.au/accm/
support-us

